Recommended Sahara Desert Trips in Morocco (Marrakech Tours / Fes Tours)

We are a leading Moroccan travel company that offers high-quality excursions and experiences in the Sahara Desert. We are passionate about spreading our way of life, and that is what we excel at.

- 2-day Marrakech to Zagora Desert
- 3-day Marrakech to Merzouga Desert
- 3-day Marrakech to Merzouga and Fes
- 4-day Marrakech to Dades and Desert
- 5-day Marrakech to the Sahara
- 7-day South Morocco Desert Tour
- 3-day Fes Tour to Desert & Marrakech
- 4-day Fes to Toubkal Trekking
2-DAY MARRAKECH TO ZAGORA DESERT TOUR

Our main purpose is to create a Marrakech Sahara trip that allows all people or groups to experience and visit the Sahara Desert and Atlas Mountains.

• DAY 1. MARRAKECH - OUARZAZATE - ZAGORA FOR CAMEL RIDE IN DESERT
• DAY 2. ZAGORA - AIT BENHADDOU - MARRAKECH VIA HIGH ATLAS MOUNTAINS

Marrakech Sahara Desert Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert with a camel ride across the dunes.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com +212666494954
3-DAY MARRAKECH TO MERZOUGA DESERT

We offer a Marrakech family tour to experience the Moroccan Sahara Desert in guided travel, with comfortable accommodation and best travel services.

• DAY 1. MARRAKECH - DADES GORGES VIA AIT BENHADDOU AND OUARZAZATE
• DAY 2. DADES GORGES - TODGHA GORGES - MERZOUGA CAMEL RIDE
• DAY 3. MERZOUGA - AGDZ - MARRAKECH

Marrakech Sahara Desert Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert with a camel ride across the dunes.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954
3-DAY MARRAKECH TOUR TO SAHARA AND FES

Book one of the most popular Marrakech desert tours with experts. Our Desert Tours from Marrakech to Fes via Merzouga desert are run on a daily basis.

- **DAY 1. MARRAKECH - AIT BENHADDOU - OUARZAZATE - DADES GORGES**
- **DAY 2. DADES - TODGHA GORGES - ERFOUD - MERZOUGA CAMEL RIDE**
- **DAY 3. MERZOUGA - MIDELT - AZROU - FES**

**Marrakech To Fes Desert Tour Includes:**
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert with a camel ride across the dunes. Tour finishes in Fes.

**MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK**
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +21266494954
4-DAY MARRAKECH SAHARA DESERT TOUR

Immerse yourself with the wonder and thrilling escape from stress and daily life, as we are your experts for the Sahara desert tour from Marrakech with a private car and driver.

- DAY 1. MARRAKECH - OUARZAZATE - DADES GORGES
- DAY 2. DADES VALLEY - SAHARA DESERT
- DAY 3. MERZOUGA - OUARZAZATE
- DAY 4. TRAVEL BACK TO MARRAKECH

Marrakech to Sahara Desert Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Merzouga desert, camel ride.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK

https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954
5-DAY MARRAKECH TO MERZOUGA TOUR

If you take with you friends or family members the price can be cheaper per person as it depends on how many people traveling in your private group.

- DAY 1. MARRAKECH - AIT BENHADDOU - DADES
- DAY 2. DADES GORGES - TODGHA - MERZOUGA
- DAY 3. MERZOUGA CAMEL RIDE
- DAY 4. MERZOUGA TO OUARZAZATE
- DAY 5. OUARZAZATE TO MARRAKECH

Marrakech to Sahara Desert Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert with a camel ride across the dunes.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com +212666494954
7-DAY SOUTH MOROCCO DESERT TOUR

Keep in mind we offer also tailor-made tours. Join our Marrakech private Sahara Desert tours and customize our suggested tour packages to suit your travel plans.

- **DAY 1. MARRAKECH EXCURSION**
- **DAY 2. MARRAKECH – CASABLANCA – RABAT**
- **DAY 3. RABAT - MEKNES - VOLUBILIS - FES**
- **DAY 4. FES CITY GUIDED EXCURSION**
- **DAY 5. FES - IFRANE - MIDELT - MERZOUGA**
- **DAY 6. MERZOUGA TO DADES VALLEY**
- **DAY 7. DADES - OUARZAZATE - MARRAKECH**

**Marrakech to Sahara Desert Tour Includes:**
All hotel and Private Transfers, Local driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable riads, and hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert, camel ride.

**MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK**
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com   +212666494954
3-DAY FES TOUR TO DESERT AND MARRAKECH

We offer offers a wide selection of small-group Fes tours. Experience Merzouga Sahara Desert in guided travel, comfortable accommodation.

- DAY 1. FES - IFRANE - MIDEILT - MERZOUGA
- DAY 2. ERG CHEBBI - TINGHIR - DADES GORGES
- DAY 3. DADES VALLEY - AIT BENHADDOU - MARRAKECH

Fes to Sahara Desert Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private Transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guide, Dinners, and breakfasts, Comfortable accommodation in riads, hotels. Overnight in the Sahara desert with a camel ride across the dunes. Tour finishes in Marrakech.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954
4-DAY FES TOUR WITH TOUBKAL TREKKING

We provide a variety of Morocco trekking vacations in Mount Toubkal. Toubkal (also known as Jbel Toubkal) is easily accessible from Marrakech.

- DAY 1. FES - MARRAKECH
- DAY 2. MARRAKECH - IMLIL - TOUKAL REFUGE
- DAY 3. TOUKAL REFUGE - SUMMIT – IMLIL
- DAY 4. IMLIL - MARRAKECH - FES

Fes to Toubkal Trek Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, Private Transfers, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches, dinner, breakfast), Bottled mineral water during the trek, Accommodations for the trek.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954
Sahara Desert Tours in Morocco

Our main purpose is to create Morocco trips that allow all people or groups to experience exactly what they want, whether it is to visit the Sahara Desert or anything else.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954